Come up from the fields father
mélodie
Richard Danielpour

Language: anglais
Date: 2008
Note: Texte de Walt Whitman. - Dédicace au Curtis Institut of Music et à Roberto Diaz. - Date de composition : 2008
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Editions of this work

partitions

partitions (1)

→ Come up from the fields father
   for baritone, viola, and piano, 2008
   Material description: 1 partition (18 p.) : 31 cm
   Note: Durée : ca 11 min
   Compositeur: Richard Danielpour
   Parolier: Walt Whitman (1819-1892)
   Link: catalogue

Pages in data.bnf.fr

Related authors

Authors related to Come up from the fields father

This page in data.bnf.fr lab

Come up from the fields father in the data.bnf.fr Labs pages

This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data: diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF or JSON.
Sources and references

Link to the main catalogue
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb16196870v

Sources
Come up from the fields father [Musique imprimée] / Richard Danielpour, 2009